How does the database define “default”?


and indentures;






2. Do changes in rating methodology affect how defaults are counted?

What is a soft default?

4. Why do my results not match the Monthly Default Report or the Annual Default Report?

5. Why are there blank Default Issue dates in the Dflt_Issu table?

6. Where are “Recovery Prices” located?

7. Why is the Default Issue Date blank when there’s a price shown in Default Price?

8. Do blank prices in the Default Issue table indicate a 0% recovery?

9. Why are there Default Prices higher than 100%?

10. How do I calculate recovery rates using the default side of the database?

11. How to differentiate bonds from loans?












12. Is there a way to filter for preferred stock issuers in the DRD?

13.Why is Censor “0” for a company that is rated in the Senior Rating Standard table?

14. Is there also data for unrated issuers?

15.What are the most important tables in the DRD?

16.Which field should I use to determine seniority?

17.Can I calculate Dollar Volume of Default?

18.How do I calculate the dollar-weighted default rate using DRD?

19.How is the dollar-weighted default rate in the MDR/ADR calculated?

20.Why does the Default Rate/Transition Rate calculation change month over month?

21.Why has the rating history in the DRD changed?

22.Why are there duplicate ratings for the same date in the debt rating table?

23.If there are duplicate ratings for the same date in the debt rating table, which one should I use?

24.Does the database include asset size or information on revenue for the issuer?

25.What is the scope of the database (e.g., which issuers are included in the database)?

26.Which industry codes should I use?

27.How does the default type categorization in the Ultimate Recovery
into Moody’s definition of default?

data fit






What determines which defaulted obligors are in the Ultimate Recovery section
of the DRD database? Why has Moody’s chosen these criteria?

Which Moody’s industry classification is used in the Ultimate Recovery tables
?

30. If the RECOVERY_ tables only use US data, is the US data representative of other countries? Do
you have any research on this topic?

31.How are the 3 methods of recovery pricing in the RECOVERY_ tables different? Which one is most
accurate?





32.How does Moody’s choose the “Recovery Method Recommended?”

33.What are credit class and credit class descriptions? How are these details important?

34.How do you determine instrument ranking in the RECOVERY_INSTRUMENT table?

35.How are the recovery prices calculated in cases of distressed exchanges in the
RECOVERY_INSTRUMENT table?

36.How do you calculate the discount rate in the RECOVERY_INSTRUMENT table?






Are the expenses, fees, etc, that must be included for Basel calculations taken into account during
discounting in the in the “RECOVERY_” tables?

38.How does the recovery information in the in the” RECOVERY_” tables compare with that in the
Default_Issue table? Under what circumstances is each useful?

39.How does the universe of names covered in the “RECOVERY_” tables differ from those covered by
the Default Issue Table?

Can I easily connect the data in the “RECOVERY_” tables to the rest of the database?

41.What documents are referenced when compiling the data in the “RECOVERY_” tables? Can I have

access to bankruptcy documents?


What is the Family Recovery in the “RECOVERY_EVENT” table?

43.How can I connect the DRD to other databases?

44.Whom should I contact if the DRD is not updated on the website?

45.How frequently do we update data in the DRD?

46.What formats is the database available in?

47.How can I enable Default Reports Alerts on MDC?
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